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About This Game

In 911 OPERATOR, you take on the role of an emergency dispatcher, who has to rapidly deal with the incoming reports. Your
task is not just to pick up the c 5d3b920ae0

Title: 911 Operator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Jutsu Games
Publisher:
Games Operators, PlayWay S.A.
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017
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OS: Windows 7
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I'm a 911 operator now!. General Rating: 8/10 In Genre Rating: 9/10 Very interesting game with plenty of customization. You
get to play in any city you want and yes, that means small towns too. I love the concept and the DLC is pretty reasonable. Not
needed to have fun but expands the game.. Good game but lacks connection to individual character's like you have in This is the
police. Nice amount of depth and custom maps are a cool feature.. This is one of my top favorite games, I love it!. This is a fun
little game where you get to play as a 911 dispatcher. Manage resources as more than one call comes in. But don't forget to read
the description as sending one unit to a gang shoot out can be costly. The major flaw of the game is that once you complete the
campaign there is very little replay value as the voice over calls become repetitive rather quickly. At $3.74 this game is a great
purchase even with no replay value. I wouldn't recommend it at full retail price.. One of my all time favourite games can't wait
for the next
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